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Above,  Kristin 
Milliman, a fresh-
man 
in
 aviation,
 
rests on 
the beach 
after the 
12 -mile 
hike
 from 
Big 
Basin
 park 
head-
quarters
 to 
Weddell  
Creek  
State Beach.
 
Right, 
Associated
 
Students
 
Adventurers  
orga-
nized  a 
twelve -mile 
hike 
Saturday,  from
 
Big 
Basin 
State 
Park  to the 
beach. 
The 
hike 
took
 6 
hours  to 
complete,  
including
 time 
for  
lunch  and 
trailside  
education  of 
the 
surroundings.
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Bradshaw  
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Raising arches of Heritage 
Gate construction
 
builds  minor detours 
By Daniel
 Severin 
Daily 
staff writer 
Construction began at 
7:30  
a.m. Tuesday on 
Boccardo  Gate, 
the first 
in
 a set of seven gates to 
be built surrounding 
the  borders 
of San Jose State University. 
The 
construction
 site, at 
Fourth and San Carlos streets, 
forced countless students 
to walk 
around as they 
made
 their way to 
class from the Fourth Street 
garage and other off -campus
 
sites.
 
The Heritage Gateways
 con-
struction project is being 
carried 
out by Willis Construction, Inc., 
said Loren 
Jacobsen  of Reeve 
Trucking. 
It took three trips from a 
flatbed truck 
to transport the 
structures to 
campus for assem-
bly, 
Jacobsen  
said. 
The project's 
funding  of $1.5 
million
 came entirely
 from 
private
 
Art work courtesy
 of SAD 
donations, not from the university, 
said Rebekah Zumr of the SJSU 
Office of Development. Donors 
include community businesses, 
university alumni, emeritus 
See Arches, page 7 
geinbeck
 
center
 
harvests new photos 
Cloetinan 
Doity staff Whir 
For
 over 30 years, 
Peter 
Plant's 15 photographic
 i 
of 
American  novelist 
IS:  
Steinbeck's
 descriptions of 
Monterey and the
 
Salinas Valley 
mined in a bank vault. 
Tuesday 
he 
presented  them to 
the Center for Steinbeck Studies 
at 
e 
State University. 
en 
me 36 years to get 
hers," 
Plant 
said  at a 
reception
 
in 
his
 
honor.
 
Plant
 has never 
been a profes-
sional
 photographer, 
but fell in 
love 
with
 the camera
 at age 10. 
He 
was  a rancher 
until
 the age of 
30. After 
earning a 
Ph.D. in 
International
 business 
from  the 
Ecole 
de
 Commerce 
at
 the 
University 
of
 Neuchatel 
in 
Switzerland, 
he became a top 
executive for
 a major 
insurance
 
company.  
In 1963, while still an insur-
ance 
executive, Plant was 
inspired by the gift of a twin-
lens 
Rolleiflex  camera from a 
friend. He decided he would like 
to photograph the places 
described in Steinbeck's works.
 
He
 read all the 
author's
 works 
and picked 15 
quotations from 
"East  of 
Eden,"
 'Sweet 
Thursday," 
"Cannery
 Row," 
See
 Photos, page 
8 
Peaceful 
journey
 
Hike raises students 
feet,  confidence 
By
 Christina Lucarotti 
Daily Haft writer 
Adtier
 hiking 10 
miles,  stu-
ents saw 
how far they 
ad traveled 
when they 
looked back through a clearing 
if trees to the point on the red-
wood covered mountain ridge 
where they had started. They 
would have to hike another 
mile on the dusty trail before 
gaining sight of the beach. 
The 12 -mile hike at Big 
Basin State Park Saturday 
morning was sponsored by 
Associated Students 
Adventures and was one of the 
eight off -campus activities 
being offered this 
semester.  
Matt McNamara, the 
Campus Recreation Fitness 
and Adventures Director for 
the past two years, has been 
responsible for the recent 
increase in off -campus adven-
tures. 
Previous to McNamara, the 
staples of campus recreation 
fitness and adventures includ-
ed yoga classes and massage 
therapy,  with only a few off -site 
trips a 
semester,  McNamara 
said.  
McNamara
 thinks 
students 
who  
experience
 outdoor 
adven-
tures 
are  more 
well-rounded.  
"If I 
put  you  in a 
situation 
where you're
 on a rock 
face and 
you're the
 only person
 responsi-
ble for the 
decision of 
how to get 
up
 that rock 
face  
chances
 are 
you're 
going  to 
carry
 that 
expe-
rience 
and  
self-confidence
 into 
other 
situations  and 
not be as 
hesitant, 
especially  if it's a 
crit-
ical situation," McNamara
 said. 
"For examble,
 IT You 
tomt
 
upon an 
accident
 scene 
or 
you're in 
an 
earthquake,
 your
 
decision 
making 
skills after
 
being put 
in that 
situation
 are 
going 
to be a lot 
more devel-
oped, a 
lot more 
reinforced,"  he 
said. 
The
 AS. campus
 recreation 
department 
is
 funded by a 
$6 
fee 
from every 
student each 
semester. 
This 
fee allows A.S. to 
keep 
the cost 
of
 adventures 
low.
 Trip 
costs 
for non -students
 are usu-
ally $5 to $10
 more than 
for 
students,  
McNamara  
said.
 
Hiking 
novice 
Maribeth 
Cambridge,  a 
freshman
 major-
ing in 
nursing, was 
among the 
students  
who
 took 
on
 the 
Skyline 
to the Sea 
challenge.  
"This 
is really a 
great  oppor-
tunity
 for students
 to get 
away 
and
 just 
spend  a 
Saturday  in 
See 
Hike,  page 
10 
Sumo  
splash
 
Robert Bradshaw
 / Spartan 
Daily  
Jacob 
Nguyen,
 a 
junior
 in 
computer  science, 
and  
Mikey
 Saetern,
 a freshman 
in
 
graphic
 design, 
take a 
go
 at each other
 in 
stuffed
 sumo
-wrestling
 
outfits  at the Ninth Street
 quad in front
 
of
 the 
ampitheatre.
 The "wrestlers"
 
attempted
 to 
push
 the other out of the ring. Nguyen
 won
 two 
out of 
three 
matches.
 The sumo 
suits were provided by Total Rebound and 
were  part of the 
health
 
fair
 
Monday. The health fair was sponsored by numerous campus organizations. 
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Homosexual
 
couples
 
deserve 
same  
rights 
as heterosexuals
 
Jason
 Stull
 
Married
 
couples
 in 
thi,:  
the
 latter 
part of 
tlp  
20th 
century,  
enjoy
 a 
healthy 50 
percent divorce
 rate. 
The 
"institution"  
of marriage
 
has 
almost become
 a farce. 
People  change  spouses 
almost  
often 
as
 some people change 
t he
 cars they drive. 
Heterosexual
 
couples
 also 
enjoy legal 
and  monetary 
benefits  associated
 with their 
holy 
union.
 Specifically,
 medical 
benefits 
reserved  fbr 
the spouse 
arid
 offspring 
of
 an employee 
at any large 
company 
are  entitled 
to
 a wealth 
of services, 
not Innit-
ed to medical
 and dental
 coverage, 
by
 an HMO. 
Our 
modern  
society
 seems so 
advanced, 
yet so often 
the union 
of two 
people,
 befbre 
any  number 
of religious 
deities,  seems 
to be taken 
with a grain 
of salt. 
At the same
 time, 
marriages  
where both
 partners
 
are 
of the same 
gender are 
routinely  
denied
 the same 
services 
and benefits 
as their 
heterosexual  
counter-
parts.
 
In fact, 
they
 are 
routinely
 denied.
 Period. 
Most states
 in the 
country
 do not 
recognize  same
-sex 
marriages at 
all.  
This
 is not to say
 same -sex 
marriages  are 
any  more 
or less likely
 to end in 
divorce,  or that 
same -sex 
unions  
are better 
or
 worse than
 a heterosexual
 marriage.
 
Gay an  
lesbian 
cuuples  at 
let 
derife'szettance
 to 
receive the
 same benefits
 of lifelong 
commituients  
that
 
heterosexelial
 
Couples
 enjoy.
 
If two 
people  care 
enough  about 
each  other to 
make 
a 
serious
 commit 
omit,  even 
though
 they run 
the risk of 
ridicule
 and 
discrimination.  
more  power 
to
 them. 
A vast 
number  of 
heterosexual  
couples
 have 
shown  
that 
they
 have little 
regard 
fir
 
the  union of 
marriage   
which
 is a religious
 ceremony 
and commitment
  
while  gay and 
lesbian  couples
 are not 
even
 allowed to 
be 
legally
 married 
in
 most states.
 
Indeed,  it is a 
hypocritical  
stance
 some sides 
are tak-
ing. 
Denying  the 
legal  and 
religious
 benefits 
of same -sex 
marriage 
seems  greedy. 
Squandering  
their  rights to 
commitment
 while rou-
tinely 
violating  the 
sanctity  of 
marriage
 while :it the
 
same time disallowing 
gay and lesbian 
COUpli, 
the 
legal benefits of 
commitment, 
smacks  of 
Draconian
 I ier-
secut
 on . 
The
 only "valid" reason
 for those same
-sex  couples to 
be barred from legal 
marriage  is purely religious. 
Americans supposedly 
enjoy freedom of religion 
and  
freedom of expression
 thereof 
Does that also 
mean freedom from 
religion?
 
Do the members of one 
group get to impose their
 
religious edicts onto 
groups
 that do not conform 
to
 their 
views?
 
They are just views,
 after all. 
Religious
 laws are not supposed to find their
 way 
into the laws of the land. 
Same -sex 
marriages
 deserve to garner the same
 ben-
efits
 as "traditional" marriage's and 
to be free of any 
opposing religion's 
restrictions.  
It is the business of the people who are 
professing  
their 
commitment
 to each
 other, not the 
business  of 
anyone
 else. 
Jason Stall is a Spartan Mily staff writer 
Talking  
Heads
 
1 
can't 
believe
 gay 
rights 
are 
still being
 
questioned.  
Everyone
 should
 have 
the 
same
 rights 
regardless
 if 
they're 
heterosexual
 or homo 
sexual."
 
Matthew  
Seeberger
 
junior
 
public
 
relations
 
"I
 don't think they 
should 
receive the same
 treatment 
because, traditionally,
 mar-
riage  has been defined as a 
union 
between
 a man and a 
woman."
 
-Brett  
William  
senior
 
Japanese 
New  
legislation
 
may
 
continue
 
the
 
ban  
on
 
legal
 
homosexual
 
marriage.
 
Should
 
gay
 
unions
 
be
 
recognized
 
equally
 
with
 
heterosexual
 
marriages?
 
Graphic  
by
 Cindy 
Wong 
True
 
marriage
 
a 
bond
 
between
 
man,
 
woman
 
and  
God  
.411 
tb 
0191
 
9.91
 
Jeremiah
 
Oshan  
people
 should
 be 
allowed  to 
love
 
whoever
 they
 want.
 
Nothing
 and 
no one can
 
ever
 stop 
that
 from 
happening.  
However,  to 
make  
something
 
such 
as
 marriage 
attainable 
by 
anyone
 who wants
 it is a 
mis-  
5.
 
take. 
Getting a 
marriage  
license
 
i 
should 
be made 
harder,  not 
eas-
  
ier, as 
many are
 arguing.
 
Marriage 
is a sacred bond.
 It was designed
 as both  
bond 
between  a man, a 
woman
 and God and to 
serve asi 
a firm 
foundation  for a 
family.
 
Marriage
 is not supposed to 
be something that peo-
ple wander into without 
much deliberation. It is 
sup-
posed to 
represent
 a life bond. 
There seems to be no 
good reason a homosexual cou'2' 
ple should not be 
entitled to many of the'same rightii; 
as their 
heterosexual  counterparts, but it should not be: 
 ni.' 3 
under  the guise 
of marriage. 
Over the years, the meaning and strength of mar-
riage has 
eroded. 
People  no longer enter
 into holy 
mat
-4
 ' 
rimony 
with the 
unwavering
 
intention  
to
 stay together; ' 
for life.
 
If things don't work out, people divorce  which is  
evident by the nearly 50 percent divorce rate in the _ _ 
United States. 
The government and private companies have trans:
formed marriage 
into
 something else 
entirely.  They 
have made
 marriage into a legal
 understanding. 
Under
 this agreement,
 people 
have
 become privy
 to i 
all kinds of rights that should not
 be 
directly  
tied  
to
 
marriage, per
 se. 
Marriage 
has become 
something 
that
 people do 
out 
of convenience
 or on a 
whim.  People 
marry  to make 
someone
 else a citizen;
 they marry 
because of 
pregnan-
cy;  they 
marry
 because 
of
 one night 
of unequaled
 love) 
People 
should  not be 
getting 
married
 out of 
conve-
nience 
or
 to appease
 anyone 
but  
themselves.
 
What  should 
happen
 is the 
formation
 of a separate
 
classification  for 
these
 untraditional
 types of 
marriage.
 
Under  such a 
classification
 could be any marriagg
 
that is not of the 
religious manner. They could also b0 
privy to 
many of the advantages married couples 
receive,.
 
A 
m 
realistic way of dealing with such "unions" 
would be promoting
 private businesses to extend their 
benefit pie kages to homosexual "unions. 
That way society could 
get rid of "marriages" of con-
venience, 
homosexual  unions or anything else that
 is 
not really meant to be a 
bond between man, woman 
and God. 
Reportedly, there is 
a 57 percent approval
 rating for 
a proposition
 appearing on the
 November ballot 
which, 
essentially  classifies
 marriage 
something
 between 
on10
 
a man 
and a woman.  
Maybe 
that
 isn't  bad. But
 a few things 
would need 
to 
be added to the 
list  in order to 
make
 sure we aren't
 
discriminating
 simply
 on the basis
 of sexual 
prefer-
ence. With 
the passing of 
such a 
proposition,
 maybe the
 
term
 "marriage 
can retake its 
meaning as a 
word that 
actually  stands 
for  something. 
Jeremiah Oshan
 is the Spartan
 Daily executive
 editoi 
Should  
homosexual
 
couples
 have 
marriage
 
rights?
 
"Their
 sexual preference 
doesn't mean there 
should  be 
a boundary line between het-
erosexuals and homosexuals. I 
think they should
 have
 the 
some rights as everybody
 else." 
- Joyce
 DeVera 
freshman  
undeclared 
----   
"Ida think 
they  (homosexu-
als)
 should have 
the  same 
rights. If 
they  love 
each  other, 
that's all that 
really matters." 
Shayeri
 Reza 
freshman 
computer engineering
 
"God
 created 
everyone 
unique for a 
reason. And if 
he
 
created  
homosexuals,
 then 
they're 
human  beings like 
everyone else, 
and  should have 
the same
 rights." 
--
 Phillip 
Nguyen  
graduate 
student
 
environmental 
engineering  
"Gay 
people  
are  human
 
too.  There
 is 
no
 reason
 why
 
they
 
should
 be 
discriminated
 
against.
 I don't
 think
 
anyone
 
i 
cal 
should  
interfere,
 that's 
their 
- 
love 
and  
what
 they 
feel." 
Daidurth
 
Houtt  
senior
 
creative  act 
. 
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Sex
 
used
 
to 
express  
women's
 
liberation  
Atiny
 
tidbit
 of information
 
was  
published
 
in 
the  
October
 
issue 
of 
Clamour
 
magazine
 
about
 a 
woman  
named  
Annabel
 
Chong,  
who 
recently
 
released
 
a 
documen-
tary
 
which  
shows  
her 
having
 
sex
 with
 251
 men
 in 
10 
hours.  
According
 to 
Glamour,
 Chong
 
claims
 to 
be
 a 
self-styled
 
neo-
feminist  
crusader
 
and 
main-
tains 
that  the
 
project
 
challenges
 
society's
 
conventional
 
thinking
 
about  
female
 sexuali-
ty by 
showing
 a 
woman  as 
the aggressor, not the vic-
tim, 
in 
pornography.
 
While
 I 
can't  
condone
 
or
 
condemn
 (bong's 
actions,  
I can say 
that 
I 
certainly
 
wouldn't
 choose her mode of 
expression 
for 
my
 own 
opinions 
on 
women's
 
sexuali-
ty 
Shame
 on 
society
 for not 
listening when women 
try to express
 
themselves
 in less 
drastic ways.
 We're 
criticized
 
and  
judged
 when
 we 
organize  
women's  
groups,
 when we talk about 
women's issues or even 
write  about
 them, 
for  that 
matter.  
For a 
long 
time,  sex
 has 
been
 the, 
lock 
on
 the door 
of 
women's oppression. 
Women's  sexuality is seen
 as 
something  that 
has  to be 
controlled.  
Whether
 
that  
control
 is 
exercised
 by men or soci-
ety, there is 
definitely a disparity in the power of sex-
uality 
between
 the two
 genders. 
In 
American  
culture, 
male
 
and female 
sexuality 
has been 
shaped 
by societal
 
definitions  
of masculini-
ty 
and  
femininity,
 according
 to 
Margaret  L. 
Andersen's "Thinking About Women.- Andersen also 
points out that men are stereotyped as having 
stronger  
sex drives than women, and 
are often seen 
as helplessly driven by their sexual impulses. 
The act of sex alone has contributed to the notions 
that men are in power. Men possess the position of 
administers of sex, while women are the recipients. 
Sex usually begins with the man and ends with the 
man. Most often, heterosexual sex 
begins with the 
male erection
 and ends with male ejaculation. 
Female sexuality is 
defined  as more passive, timid 
and  uptight, while men's sexuality is seen in 
terms  of 
performance and achievement. 
The belief that women's sex-
uality needs
 to be controlled 
has contributed to the labeling 
of women as 
either virgins or 
whores. No in between. I think 
Naomi Wolf said it 
best
 in her 
book, "Promiscuities."
 
"Almost every society pun-
ishes its sluts in its 
own  ways. 
Right now, however,  our own 
pretends  that it does not," she 
wrote. 
If women enjoy
 sex and freely express their sexu-
ality, they are branded 
as sluts. If we don't, we're 
seen  
as a tease 
or prude. 
The 
separation  of sex from 
reproduction,
 through 
the 
availability  of birth control, 
has revolutionized 
sex in contemporary 
society.  Women now have 
the  
option of having sex for 
actual pleasure rather than 
just carrying out one of 
their  "womanly duties." 
When basketball legend Wilt Chamberlain 
claimed to 
having slept with more than 20,000
 
women, 
it
 was joked about among some of the public. 
It 
was  seen as triumphant and 
something  of which to 
be envious. I never heard people ridiculing, or 
hastily  
judging, 
his moral character. 
What Chong did was 
definitely  questionable in 
terms of 
risk factor. Judging by 
her  behavior, it 
appears as 
though
 the thought of sexually 
transmit-
ted 
diseases  never really crossed
 her mind. Not to 
mention the 
physical  effects such 
activities  must 
have had on her body. 
I do see how 
she might have felt she 
was  liberat-
ing women in terms of 
their  sexuality. 
I can see how 
Chong might have
 felt that her 
behavior was
 a statement or a 
demonstration  of the 
sexual revolution.
 Personally, I think 251
 men in a 
matter
 of 10 hours is a bit 
excessive,  but why should-
n't women 
be able  to have sex with
 multiple partners 
without social 
humiliation?  I think that was 
Chong's
 
point. 
It's just sad
 we're still in a time 
where  she felt she 
had to use her body 
in
 order to prove it. 
Mindy Leigh Griser is the
 Spartan Daily features 
editor. "Repeat After Me" appears
 Wodnesdays. 
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Today 
Student Life 
Center 
Leadership
 development 
work-
shop series: 
Ethical
 decision -mak-
ing. 2 p.m. to 
3 p.m. in the 
Pacifica  
room, Student 
Union. For more 
information, call the 
Student  Life 
Center at 
924-5950. 
Career Center 
Employer presentation - 
Amdahl, 
12:30  p.m. in the Almaden 
room, 
Student
 Union. For more 
information, call the Career 
Resource  Center at 924-6031. 
School 
of
 Art and Design 
Student 
galleries art exhibi-
tions, 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in the art 
and 
industrial studies buildings. 
For 
more  information, call John or 
Jenny at 924-4330. 
City of San Jose 
Holiday Job Faire, 1 p.m. to 5 
p.m in the Loma 
Prieto Ballroom, 
Student Union. For 
more informa-
tion, call Ernest at 501-0980. 
Counseling Services 
Study
 skills workshop, 
12:30  
p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the 
Administration
 building, 
Room  269. 
For more 
information,
 call Don 
DuShane 
at 924-5910. 
SJSU
 Budo Taijutsu Club 
Martial arts training, 4 
p.m.  to 5 
p.m. in Uchida 
Hall, Room 202. 
For  
more information, call Garth 
at 
297-7646. 
Sparta Guide 
Re-entry  Advisory
 Program 
Brown bag lunch
 - networking, 
12 p.m to 
1:30 p.m. in the Pacheco 
room, Student 
Union.  For more 
information, 
call Jane Boyd at 924-
5950.  
The Liberal Studies Society 
Meeting 
to plan for Dec. 18th 
convocation and fundraising, 4 p.m. 
in the 
Guadalupe  room, Student 
Union.
 For more information, call 
Chris Attwood at 15101 791-3075. 
Tau Delta Phi 
General
 meeting, 6 p.m. in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium. For 
more information, call John at 445-
5440 
National Student Exchange 
Informational meeting and ques-
tion -answer forum for all students 
interested in studying abroad, 
1230 p.m. to 1,20 p.m. 
in Sweeney 
Hall, Room 345. For more informa-
tion, call Donna Boyd at 924-2515 
or Julia Anderson at 924-2517. 
Prevention
 Education Program 
Center 
Focus group for staff and stu-
dents, 12 p.m. to 1 p.m., 2 p.m.
 to 3 
p.m., 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the 
Health  
building, Room 208. For more infor-
mation, call Rai-mon at 924-8825. 
Vietnamese Students 
Association
 
Meeting, 4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
in the Costanoan room, Student 
Union. For 
more  
information, call 
Phuoc 
Diem  at 
230-9111. 
MOSAIC
 
Disarming
 our 
differences:
 
Race 
relations in the new millennium! 
Program one: Keynote address, 4 
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the 
Umunhum
 
room, Student Union; reception, 
5:30 p.m.
 to 6:30 p.m
 
in the multi-
cultural center, Student Union. 
Program two: 8 p.m. to 930 p.m.
 in 
the Umunhum room, Student 
Union. For more information, call 
Mosaic at 924-6265. 
Psi Chi 
Workshop  
Assembling a successful applica-
tion to graduate 
programs  in psy-
chology, 
12:30  p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in 
Dudley Moorhead Hall, Room 308. 
Library 
Donations  and Book 
Sales 
Ongoing booksales, 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in Clark Library, Room 
408.  
For more information, call the
 
Acquisitions department 
at 924-
2705. 
New Student 
Advising and 
Orientation 
Recruitment for orientation 
leaders and application pick up, 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m.
 in the Student Life 
Center. For more information, call 
Tony Myra or Crystal at 924-5950. 
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to 
students, faculty and staff 77te deadline for 
entries is noon, three days before desired pub-
lication date. Entry forms are available in the 
Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions may 
require editing of submissions. 
Opinion page 
policies  
Readers are encouraged to express 
themselves on the Opinion page with a 
Letter  to the Editor. 
A Letter to the Editor is 
a 200 -word response to an issue or 
point  of view that has appeared in the 
Spartan  Daily. 
Submissions become
 the property of the Spartan Daily and may 
be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and 
length.
 Submissions must contain the author's 
name, 
address, phone number, signature 
and major. 
Submissions 
may  be put in the Letters to the Editor box at 
the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel 
Hall
 Room 209, sent by fax to 
408)
 924-3237, 
e-mail
 at SDAI-
LY4bmc.ejsu.edu  or mailed to the Spartan Daily 
Opinion  Editor, School of Journalism and Mass 
Communications, San Jose State University. 
One  Washington Square. 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149. 
Editorials  are written by, and are 
the
 consensus of, the Spartan Daily 
editors, not the staff. 
Published opinions and 
advertisements
 do not necessarily reflect the 
views  of the Spartan Daily, the School of 
Journalism  and Mass Communications or 
SJSU. 
salesCkgshirts.com
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Students,
 faculty, and 
staff:
 
HELP 
STOP 
DOMESTIC  
VIOLENCE!  
Get
 
involved  in 
planning  a conference to 
be held 
Saturday,  March 
11,2000 at SJSU
 
Creating
 
Coalition
 For 
Prevention:
 
Domestic  
Violence  
Across
 Racial,
 Ethnic, 
and  
Cultural 
Contexts  
. 
Panels, v.orkshops and
 research paper 
tations, 
perbrmance
 artists, 
and films 
presented  
researchers,  
Students,
 
artists, and
 practitioners
 in the fie 
of domestic 
vialenc:e 
examining
 
issues
 of race,
 ethnicity,
 and 
culture in 
relation
 to 
violence  in families. 
Get
 involved 
by contacting:
 
Dr. 
Murray  @ 
924-5327  or 
Dr.  Baba @ 
924-5334 
nag  'am 
MAI
 02, 
With 
an 
ad 
In 
the  
Spartan
 
Daily. 
STUDENT
 
TRAVEL
 
London
 
$459 
Paris
 
$375 
New
 
York
 
$270 
Madrid
 
$670
 
(41.5)
 
391-8407
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Avenue
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included  
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$4.00
 
Students
 
$6.00  
Non
-Students
 
$15.00  
Family
 of 
four  
* 
French 
Toast 
and 
Omelettes
 
served  
too! 
* 
Live 
entertainment
 
* 
Wheelchair
 
accessible  
360 
S. 
11th
 
St. 
San 
Jose,
 
CA
 
95112  
(408)
 
924-6570
 
Sunday,
 
October
 24th, 1999 
9:30
 
am 
- 
1:30 
pm 
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Council
 
Tr av 
cs1/11008050-50 
4 
DAY SALE 
extravaganza 
I 
(19-22 
oct  only) 
(tvl
 thru Mar)
 
STUDENT
-YOUTH  
fares  
II 
AMSTERDAM
 
$329
 rt 
LONDON
 
$238  
rt 
PARIS 
$329 rt 
ROME 
$359 
rt 
MADRID  
$329
 rt 
RIO 
$529 
rt 
GUATEMALA
 
$399 
rt 
Visit our Palo 
Alto  
office 
fast
 I 
102  University 
Ave Ste C 
11 0 
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HOMECOMINGactivitiesOctober
 18-23
 
12:00- 
1:00 PM 
We nes a 
Buy 
your
 
T-shirts
 now!
 
Student Union
 Main Level 
A.S.  Business 
Office
 
Sock 
Hopping 
'50s 
Student
 Union 
Amphitheater
 
'60s 
Spartan
-stock.
 
the 
Decade  of 
LOVE
 
Student
 Union 
Amphitheater
 
12:00- 1:00 PM 
12:00 - 
1:00 
PM 
Disco Daze '70s 
Student
 Union 
Amphitheater  
Studio
 54 Party
 
7:00-10:00
 PM 
Student
 Union Ballroom
 
Tailgate
 Trivia
 
2:00 - 
6:00 
Homecoming
 
Game
 
6:00
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SJSU 
limps
 
its 
way  
back
 
home
 
By Mike
 °segue& 
Daily  'tail 
wrIter
 
After a 
devastating 49-7 loss 
to Rice 
University Saturday, the 
Spartan football team comes 
limping home this weekend. 
The loss not only dropped the 
San
 Jose State University to 1-2 
in Western Athletic Conference 
play (3-4 overall) but also added 
three more names to the ever-
growing list 
of injuries that have 
plagued the team in the past 
three weeks. 
Defensive tackle Steve 
Kapphahn, tailback Roger 
Ratliff and defensive end Otis 
Neal all went down against the 
Owls. 
Add Deonce 
Whitaker, 
Steven 
Pulley, 
Carlos  
Koustas and 
Jose  Gomez, 
among others, and it's 
obvious 
the 
Spartans
 have become deci-
mated by injuries. 
"After Stanford
 we have been 
injury prone," head coach Dave 
Baldwin said. 
The team has 
also  been prone 
to not 
scoring as of late. After
 
putting 44 points
 on the board 
against 
Stanford,
 the Spartans 
have been able to 
muster just 
one 
touchdown
 in their last two 
contests. 
Baldwin said 
a problem that 
has caused the offense
  which 
was the No. 1 in the WAC, a dis-
tinction 
now  held by the 
University  of Hawai'i  to  slip, 
has been depth. 
"Depth is a problem until
 we 
get  our numbers 
up,"
 Baldwin 
said.
 "It would have 
been
 nice if 
we had a 
bye at this point." 
Instead 
of a bye the Spartans 
must return 
home to battle WAC 
opponent  Southern 
Methodist 
University.
 
SJSU will be 
motivated
 not 
only
 to break its 
two -game losing
 
streak,  but also 
because it is the
 
university's 
homecoming.  
"We get 
motivated 
because 
of
 
homecoming,"
 cornerback Dorae
 
Lewis said. "I think
 we'll be up 
for this game
 because of the 
fact 
we're on a 
two -game 
losing
 
streak." 
But the
 game will 
have  rami-
fications 
reaching  beyond 
home-
coming. 
As Baldwin has 
made clear all 
season, 
every  WAC 
game
 is 
important for the team. 
"Our season
 is not over 
yet," 
Baldwin 
said. "In two 
games  we 
played very 
poorly.
 I'm still wor-
ried about what 
could happen." 
With a record of 1-2, 
the 
Spartans have their 
work cut out 
for them if they plan 
to catch up 
to 
conference leader Rice 
(3-0)  or 
Hawai'i 
(2-1  
"We have 
a lot to prove," Lewis 
said. "Not just to 
ourselves, but to 
partan 
Football 
Notebook
 
the 
people  who follow SJSU foot-
ball."
 
Whitaker
 returns 
One 
positive  factor for the  
Spartans 
when they face SMU, 
will 
be
 the return of Whitaker. 
The 5 -foot -6 tailback suffered 
a sprained ankle in the 
WAC  
opener against the University of 
Tulsa and has been ineffective in 
limited 
action  since. 
Whitaker  carried the ball five 
times for seven yards against
 
Texas  Christian University. 
He also came in during the 
third quarter in the Rice 
contest,
 
to carry
 the ball twice, but fum-
bled once and ran an incorrect 
pattern
 on the other. 
Baldwin said the miscues 
were proof that no matter 
how 
much 
a player excels, they need 
practice
 time. 
Baldwin is 
confident 
Whitaker will be back in top 
form against the Mustangs. 
"I think 
he'll be ready,"
 
Baldwin
 said. "We just 
have
 to 
turn him loose. We limited him 
for three -and -a -half
 weeks now." 
Before
 being sidelined, 
Whitaker
 had rushed for 
more  
than 100 yards in every 
game  of 
the season,
 including a 203 -yard, 
five -touchdown performance
 
against St. 
Mary's.
 
He was 
ranked 
as high 
as
 
third in the 
NCAA in 
rushing,  
with 156.75 
yards  per game. 
He also 
topped  the 
nation  in 
all-purpose
 running
 and scoring.
 
Crooks 
steps  up 
Another  
offensive
 weapon 
might come
 from an 
unexpected  
source 
Saturday   
backup
 quar-
terback 
Brennan  
Crooks.
 
However, 
his  efforts 
won't  
come from 
throwing  the 
ball,  but 
from catching 
it. 
Crooks 
volunteered to 
play 
receiver  because of 
the injury 
problems
 the Spartans are
 fac-
ing. 
"With the
 injuries, we need 
a 
spark," Crooks said. "I 
feel like I 
can 
give us that spark." 
Baldwin
 said Crooks' 
speed 
and mobility can 
not only make 
him a threat as a 
receiver,
 but 
also a promising 
prospect  to take 
over at the helm for the Spartans 
when current 
quarterback  Chris 
Kasteler graduates.
 
"It's going to 
be
 fun this 
spring with 
the  competition at 
quarterback," 
Baldwin  said. 
But Baldwin and 
Crooks
 are 
focusing on the 
present.  A pre-
sent that 
could  see Crooks as a 
wide out Saturday, a position he 
has only played 
minimally  at the 
junior college
 and high school 
levels. 
it 
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It's not 
too 
late to sign up for SJSUls 
'Spring  
2000  
Campus 
Abroad"  programs
 in 
Historic  Bath,
 
England
 
or 
Tropical
 Costa Rica! 
 Did you know
 that SJSU has campuses
 in England and Costa 
Rica'?
 
 Did you know that you can 
complete  4 upper division  Gen Ed 
Requirements
 through the 
program?  In Costa Rica you can 
actually get Spanish 1A or 18 
credit  
 Did you
 know you 
will 
have
 opportunities  
to 
travel
 thrcughout  
the 
countries  as part of 
the program 
such  
as
 
London
 
and Wales 
in 
England.
 or the Monteverde
 Cloud
 
Forest  and the Pacific 
Coast 
in 
Costa  
Rica.  
 
Did
 
you know
 that
 you 
can  use 
financial
 aid 
for
 
eaci rind
 
that  
you 
earn
 
regular
 
SJSU  
credit? 
For
 
further
 details, contact the Study Abroad Office at 
14081924-5931
 visit
 
our  office  in the 
Administration
 
Bldg
 
Room
 223 or check us 
out  on the  
website at 
www.sisu.edu/deptsistudyabroad
 
and  
click 
on
 SJSU 
Overseas
 
Programs
 Application 
Deadline:
 
November
 1st
 
Space is 
limited.
 
Sneaky
 
steps
 
Giennhuntes/SparWnDady
 
Kasey  Kurimoto, a junior 
at San Jose State University,
 works out 
on a Stairmaster, Tuesday
 at Spartan Complex East. 
Kurimoto's  
Human Performance 
36,  cross training/conditioning 
class,
 meets 
from 1:30 p.m. to 2:30
 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
Download two songs from 
RAGE
 
AGAINST
 
THE  
MACHINE,
 
until
 
their
 
new
 
album
 
The
 
Battle
 
of
 
Los 
Angelea
 
comes o 
out t 
ntnheNovember
 23  w eG 
01 l to  
WaW Wf rreee
 
version 
on 0f h 
d 
lgeUisdieC  0111/ rtatell / 
killer 
iller
 
rikw 
RealJukebox
 
digital
 
music
 
system
 which 
is about 
to conquer 
the 
planet.
 It will blow your mind,
 at the
 
very
 
least.
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Josiynn
 Gallop, 
middle  blocker
 for the San 
Jose  State 
University  
women's
 volleyball 
team,  digs the 
ball  
Wednesday
 night 
against
 the Golden
 Bears at the
 SJSU Event
 Center. The 
Golden Bears
 gave the 
Spartans their
 second loss
 of the season,
 beating 
them in three 
sets
 15-8,15-12 
and 15-13. 
San Jose State 
University
 
Streak  
ends  
Bears 
golden  in 
win, 
Spartans  
suffer
 
sweep, end 
record  
By D.S. Perez 
Daily senior staff
 writer 
There's an 
old saying: 
Some
 
days you get the 
bear, and there's 
some  days the bear gets you. 
After 
winning 14 straight
 
matches, and 
in the midst 
of its 
best start ever, the 
San Jose State 
University women's
 volleyball 
team 
(18-21  was shut 
down 
Tuesday night 
by
 the UC 
Berkeley Golden Bears. 
The Bears swept the 
Spartans
 
by scores of 
15-8,  15-12 and 15-13 
at the Event
 Center. 
"It all ends 
sometime,"  said 
Spartan 
Joslynn  Gallop, who 
led
 
all players 
with  24 kills on the 
night. 
In the first game, the Spartans 
played closed until
 the Golden 
Bears scored seven
 straight 
points. 
The second game started in 
favor of the Golden
 Bears, who led 
early in the 
game
 by a score of 8-2. 
The Spartans managed
 to tie 
and take the 
lead,  and the crowd 
of 385 was ecstatic when Gallop 
blocked a shot to tie the 
match 9-
9. 
Those cheers turned to boos 
when the Spartans were 
denied  
two points by the referees. 
After that, 
the Bears came 
back to take the game. 
In the final 
set,  the Spartans 
came charging 
out of the gate, 
leading at one point by a score 
of
 
8-2. 
Again, the Golden 
Bears,
 led by 
the troika of Alicia Perry, Brook 
Coulter and Kellie Alva, tied the 
game and eventually 
stole it from 
the Spartans.
 
Perry, Coulter and Alva fin-
ished with 22, 13 and 11 kills, 
"I've
 been telling them we've 
been on cruise control all this 
time. And a 
good  team was 
coming  into town." 
- Craig Choate 
volleyball head 
coach  
respectively.
 
. Coulter .also finished with 20 
digs - tops in the game. 
The 
Spartan  leader for digs 
was Darcy
 Walker, who had 11, to 
go along with two blocks and five 
kills. 
Brianna Blair, 
who  had the 
crowd  making noise on her strong 
spikes, had three blocks. 
"We weren't playing at our top 
level. We 
missed a lot of thirds, 
made a lot of net errors and made 
a lot of mental mistakes. All that 
will cost you," Gallop said. 
Michelle Sarkees said the 
Spartans weren't prepared for the 
match. 
"They were a 
good
 team. We 
just weren't fired up enough 
tonight," said Sarkees, who had 
only one kill, but added 45 assists 
for the night. 
Spartan head coach Craig 
Choate said he had foreseen the 
loss to the Golden Bears, 
who are 
8-10 after their victory.
 
"I've been telling them we've 
been on cruise control all this 
time," Choate said. "And a 
good
 
team was 
coming into town. 
"(California 
was(
 the better 
team tonight. But this isn't a con-
ference game. It 
won't  hurt us as 
much as a loss in Texas later this 
week," Choate added. 
Choate said he was 
pleased 
with Gallop and Stephanie 
Pascucci's performances. Pascucci 
finished 
the game with 11 kills. 
Despite the loss of both the 
game and the lengthy streak, 
Choate was optimistic. 
"Hey, I'll take a 
14
-game win-
ning streak anytime,"
 Choate 
said. 
The Spartans head for Texas, 
where they will play against the 
Horned  Frogs of Texas Christian 
University and 
the Southern 
Methodist University Mustangs 
this weekend. 
Both teams are
 Western 
Athletic Conference opponents.
 
The Spartans are  4-0 in WAC play 
and are atop the conference. 
The Golden Bears play
 in the 
Pacific 10. 
The Spartans realize 
there are 
plenty of games remaining, and 
the games 
against
 conference 
rivals are much
 more important. 
"We need to play a 
lot better for 
this 
weekend," Sarkees 
said.  
"Hopefully, this is an 
eye-opener
 
for us to pick up 
our play and win 
the upcoming matches in Texas." 
Gallop  believes 
the team is 
ready to start 
off on a new streak 
- not a negative one, 
though. 
"Oh yeah, we'll
 regroup," 
Gallop said. "We
 get Western 
Athletic
 Conference games 
com-
ing up. Those count. We'll 
start 
that streak over. 
We can't expect 
to win 
them
 all, but we'll get 
back 
together." 
The Spartans' 
next
 home game 
is Oct.
 29, against the 
University  
of
 Hawaii, another 
WAC oppo-
nent who
 is also ranked No. 
2 in 
the country. 
Associated Students 
Cam
 
.Os
 
Recreation
 
Adventures
 
A,
 
Lost Coast 
Fri -Sun 10/29-31 
Spend Halloween
 deep in the Lost 
Coast 
wilderness. 
This  is the last stretch
 of 
undeveloped/untouched
 coast
 in California. 
Go
 on a self
-sustained  
backpacking
 
adventure 
amongst  the giant
 redwoods! 
Trip departs 
Friday evening
 at 9pm. 
Students: 
$50  Non
-students:
 $60 
Deadline:
 Fri 10/22 
ADVENTURE 
SPOTLIGHT!  
Rock
 Climbing Sat 10/23 
9:00a 
Come 
learn the 
basics
 of rock 
climbing
 at 
Planet Granite!
 They'll provide the
 
instructors,
 harness, shoes 
and ropes. You 
provide
 the desire!
 See trip info 
sheet for 
maps and 
item
 list. Includes 
an
 all -day pass 
to Planet
 Granite. 
Students: $25 Non
-Students: $30 
Deadline:
 Wed 10/2p 
*Yoga
 Hike 
Sat 11/14 
9:00a 
Explore the 
great  
outdoors
 and your 
inner  
self 
on
 the same trip.
 Noted instructor
 
Catherine Woods
 will show you 
the way. 
Students: $10 
Non -Students: 
$15  
Deadline: Wed 11/10 
Spin Class 
MAN 4:30p 
TfTh 11:45a & 
7:30p 
Avoid
 road rash, traffic and 
other roadway 
hazards, 
come to one of our
 killer cycling 
classes' NO 
HELMET  REQUIRED! 
kStudent
 Union Main Lend 
AS. lusiftu 
Office
 8.30-4 30 
for 
info coil 
Ahrens 
40S924  
0R11)(1/
 
Step
 Class M/W/F
 12:30p 
MAN 5P3Op 
T/R 4:30p 
We haven't
 forgotten the Steppers
 out 
there! Take any 
of these classes 
and get in 
Step!!!
 
iL!aLiL!0
 
weekly  
Participants
 in Campus 
Rec's Adventures
 program take a 
break from hiking
 
in front 
of Half Dome in Yosemite
 National Park 
October
 9th. 
Intromurols
 
Upcoming
 Events 
October 20 - 
Costanoan
 (Student Union)
 
3 on 3 BB League 
meeting  CO 2pm 
Floor Hockey
 League meeting 
@ 3pm 
November  
18
 - Student Union 
Bowling Center 
Billiards Tournament
 @ 2pm 
Table  Tennis Tournament
 @ 3pm 
Regukir
 
Season
 
Standings  
'Championship 
game  dates are listed 
below each divison 
PHC 
Volleyball
 
IFC Volleyball 
(Tuesday)  
W L 
(Wednesday)  W 
L 
1. AZ 4 - 0 
1.111 5 - 0 
2. 
Aoll
 2 - 2 
1.K1 5 - 0 
3.KA 
1 - 3 
1. E1X 
4 - 1 
3M' 
1 - 3 
4.
 EN 2 - 3 
4. 
11KA
 
2 - 3 
6. AY 
1 - 4 
6. ATil 
1 - 4 
8.X
 
0 - 
5 
Tue, 10/19 
Wed, 
10/20 
Co-Rec  
Volleyball
 
(Thursday) 
W L 
1. 
Spartans  
4 - 0 
1.
 Friday's 
4 - 1 
3. 
Mixed  
Up 4 
- 1 
4. Mariners 
3- 2 
5. 
Hotshots  
2 - 3 
6. 
Messed 
Up
 2 - 3 
7. Team 
Y 1 - 
3 
9. Last 
Minute  1 - 3 
5. 
Cross  
Court
 1 - 4 
Men's 
Football 
(Wednesday) W 
L T 
I. X 
4 - 1 
2. Raiderz 
3 - 1 - 1 
3. Club 550 3 - 2 
3. Watts UP 3 - 2 
3. 
Dogs 3  2 
3. Shepherds 3- 2 
7. Village 
0. 4 1 
8. Wildmen 0 - 5 
Thu, 
10/28  Wed, 
10/27  
IFC 
Football  
(Friday) W L 
1. ATt2 4 - 1 
1. 
OX 
1. ICI 
4. AY 
5. zri 
6. tIKA 
6. FIJI 
7. LX 
Fri, 
10/22  
4 - 1 
4 - 1 
3 - 
2 
2 - 3 
1 - 4 
1 - 4 
0 - 5 
6 
San 
Jose State 
University  
UIJVIUy..J.6-,..14111:20,
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We'vegot
 an easy
 way
 to 
find
 the 
facts  
you 
need  Were 
netLibrary
 Were
 
thousands  of
 
books  
online.
 
As in, ready to read. 
research
 
and 
save  you 
time
 and effort
 We 
call  them 
eBooks  
and 
they're  
right  
on your 
computer.
 
24/7  Ask your campus librarian or 
check us out
 at 
www.netLibrary.com
 
GET
 
TO
 
THE GOOD
 
PART. 
It 
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San Jose 
State 
University  
Continued from 
pg 1 
faculty and staff 
"It is a way to really welcome the 
community 
into
 the campus," Zumr 
said.
 
The project has 
been  in the works 
for nearly three years. The Heritage 
Gateway 
Campaign  Leadership Gift 
Committee is a group of faculty, staff 
and students who came together 
looking
 for ways to beautify the cam-
pus, Zumr said. 
The Boccardo Gate is the first of 
seven to be built on the outskirts of 
the campus. Original plans were 
designed for
 eight, but one was 
dropped as a result of the plans for 
the joint library, according to 
Virginia Rivera of the SJSU Office of 
Development. 
The gates will consist of two 35 -
foot towers that are linked by an 
arch. Each tower weighs 20,000 
pounds and is composed of a steel 
frame and sand-cast fiberglass for 
texture, Jacobsen said. When com-
pleted the gates will have blue glass 
windows that will be illuminated at 
night. 
The project has met with criticism 
from students who think the univer-
sity should spend its money on more
 
important
 things, they do not realize. 
the school is not paying for the gates, 
Zumr 
said.  
"I think it's cool they are building 
new entrances to the 
university,  
especially if it's not costing the school 
anything," freshman Tara 
Andrews 
said. 
Not all students view the gates as 
a good use of funds, regardless of 
where the money 
come from. 
"It (the decorative main gate) 
doesn't even fit aesthetically. I am 
really disappointed," said Laura 
Rollings, a senior graphic design 
major. 
"I'm not impressed. It looks neo-
medieval," said Eric Steger, a gradu-
ate 
student  in math. 
The Boccardo Gate is dedicated to 
Chad Pilster
 / Spartan Daily
 
James F. Boccardo, an SJSU gradu-
ate who donated to the project. All 
Mike Thure, an iron worker, cuts a hole Tuesday morning at Fourth and 
San Carlos streets 
the gates are dedicated to individu-
for a tower
 of the Boccardo
 Gate to rest on. The 
plate is one 
of four
 that will hold 
up
 
the  
als who donated to the project, Zumr 
20,000 -pound tower.
 said. 
How  to 
ruin
 the 
moment  
#48
 
"I'D 
LOVE 
TO 
TRY 
FINDING 
YOUR
 
TATTOO,  
BUT 
I'M 
GOING  
BACK
 
TO
 
MY
 
ROOM
 
TO 
CHECK  
MY 
EMAIL."
 
myTal
 
k.co
 
m 
Listen
 
and  
respond
 
to your email
 over
 any 
phone.  FREE. 
Sign  
up 
today
 at 
myTalk.com
 
Earn extra
 cash 
as
 an on
-campus 
myTalk 
rep. 
Contact
 our 
campus
 
recruiter
 at 
campusreps@myTalk.com
 
for 
details.
 
Juarimaisumoto/speritiltothespartanwily
 
Construction workers install pieces of the Boccardo
 Gate at San 
Jose State University. This gate, the 
first  of seven to be installed at 
each
 of the entrances on campus, should be completed in two to 
three  weeks. 
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Photos
 
Continued from pg 1 
"Pastures of Heaven" and 
The
 
Wayward Bus" as suitable for 
translation into 
photographic  
images. 
Yet Plant 
did not 
want
 
to
 even 
begin the project without 
Steinbeck's approval.
 
"I didn't want
 to iide on his 
coattails,"
 Plant said. "I would 
not have done it without his 
involvement."
 
Plant's mother and aunt, pop-
ular screen
 stars 
Joan Bennett, 
wife, Elaine, and 
Plant to meet the 
winning author. 
Steinbeck was 
gave Plant a w 
"You're 
going ttt, 
time finding a 
lot 
because I took an 
erties," Plant said 
him. "You bring 
ma 
find." 
Plant chose not to 
same liberties, 
Steinbeck told him it 
acceptable  to do so. He 
wee
 able 
to 
find
 the real places 
 
although in some
 cases he had to 
use maps of very small areas to 
locate them. 
Encouraged 
by photographer
 
Ansel Adams, he went to 
several 
New 
York
 publishers 
but 
was  dis-
satisfied with their 
response.  The 
Sierra Club turned him 
down
 flat 
because it was their policy never 
to publish any photos
 which con-
tained man-made images. 
"I 
got  so 
disgusted,
 I put 
the 
photographs
 in a 
vault in 
the 
bank, where they stayed
 for over 
30
 years,"
 Plant 
said. 
Within  the 
past  ye 
offered  
his 
photographs
 
Salinas 
Public  Lib 
Steinbeck,
 who died in 
1 
wished. He 
was told tka 
might 
not 
have
 s 
The 
executive  di 
recently 
opened  
Center 
in
 Salinas 
Plant's call. 
Plant 
called 
widow to ask 
her what he 
ilEould 
do. She told him
 to call Susan 
Shillinglaw,
 an SJSU 
prakimor of 
English  and the 
director  of the 
Center for 
Steinbeck  Stucker 
Shillinglaw, and 
the M stu-
dents
 and 
scholars
 present
 at 
Tuesday's
 reception, 
were awed 
by Plant's
 vivid black 
and  white 
photographs,
 
which  he 
repro-
duced  from the 
original  
negatives
 
just three 
weeks  ago. 
"They 
really  
capture
 the 
serenity 
and sense 
of place ( in 
Steinbeck's
 
works),"  
Shillinglaw
 
said. 
"I 
was  very much 
impressed,"  
said 
Satoru 
Tagaya,  a 
visiting  
English
 professor
 from 
Baika  
Women's 
College in 
Osaka, 
Japan. 
Tagaya 
recently  
complet-
ed the
 first 
Japanese
 
translation
 
of 
Steinbeck's
 "The 
Acts
 of King 
Arthur 
and  his Noble
 Killable 
Plant spoke 
briefly
 about 
man 
who  
inspired.
 
tographs. 
"I liked 
him," 
Steinbeck. "He
 its 
effort
 ... and sup 
cautioned me I 
take photographic: 
did. I chose not to. 
Time's  
amik 
for  historic 
S.F. 
clock  
SAN 
FRANCISCO 
(AP)
  An 
historic
 clock 
which has 
been 
telling  time to 
passersby for
 more 
than 90 
years  has finally
 met its 
match 
 a 
marauding  
delivery 
van. 
The 
ornate
 four
-faced 
street  
clock, 
which has
 stood on 
the side-
walk  outside
 R. Matteucci
 & Co. 
jewelry 
stores since 1908,
 as 
reduced 
to rubble 
backed 
into it Mo 
"This has 
been
 the d 
lot of street
 clocka a 
country," 
said Arlene 
ing 
in front of 
her  
and 
surveying  the 
big 
trucks 
hit 
they 
are made 
or 
shatter." 
Hale  
said
 the 
by the 
Seth Th 
original
 
owners  
installed  
it. Halea
 
tteo 
Cuiffreda,
 
went  to work 
for R. 
Matteucci
 in 
1947
 
Not 
business  
when 
the 
When  
he 
moved  
*Ilk 
original
 
brass 
mmm
 
stolen,
 so 
Cuiffreda
 
installed
 elec-
tronic  
works.
 
Hale  
said
 her
 father,
 now 
in his
 
80s, 
is 
hospitalized
 
and 
doesn't
 
know
 
about
 the
 
clock.
 
"It's
 
kind
 
of
 his 
baby,  
so
 I'm 
going 
to 
try  to 
keep 
it 
from
 
him,"  
said  
Hale.  
Hale
 
said
 
it
 may
 be 
possible
 to 
restore
 the 
clock. 
Central
 
Valley  
land
 
saved  
FRESNO (AP)
  A Silicon Valley 
fortune
 is helping preserve
 Central 
Valley
 farmland and 
open
 space. 
Through a 
five-year  program 
that could provide more than $100 
million 
to
 help protect the Valley
 
and Sierra 
Nevada,
 the David and 
Lucille  Packard 
Foundation  is 
undertaking  one of 
the nation's 
most 
ambitious and targeted
 con-
servation  
efforts.
 
"California 
has led the nation in 
screwing
 
up
 the environment,"
 
tics 
executive
 
Julie  Packard 
"so maybe we can also 
make 
it
 better."
 
billion in assets 
and 
g $500 million, 
-based Packard 
as the nation's 
X nn 
second largest. California projects 
have been a priority for the founda-
tion, created 35 years ago by the 
late co-founder of high-tech giant 
Hewlett-Packard. 
But Conserving California 
Landscapes represents a 
new 
thrust  for the foundation. By 2002, 
it expects to distribute $175 million 
among projects focusing on the 
California coast, Central Valley and 
Sierra Nevada. 
The Packard money, matched 
with other contributions, has helped 
preserve land along the Cosumnes 
and San Joaquin rivers. It also has 
gone toward retaining 120,000 
acres of Central Valley wetlands 
and mapping conservation priori-
ties. 
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Fly Coast
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En Espanol
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Offer 
Applies
 To Published, 
Scheduled 
Service Only. 
www.southwest.COM  
Warm/
 
11-800-1-FLY-SWIV
 
(1-800-435-9792)  
Now you have 
the freedom to fly 
anywhere Southwest
 Airlines does,  coast
-to -coast, for only 
$99 or less each way
 
with 
roundtrip purchase 
lust  purchase your 
roundtrip  ticket at least 
seven days in advance,
 within one day of 
making 
reservations, and
 by November t, 
1999
 Remember, seats
 are limited and 
won't  be available on 
some  flights 
during  busy travel times 
and holiday periods 
like
 Thanksgiving, 
Christmas,
 and spring break 
Call your travel 
agent  or Southwest 
Airlines
 for reservations. 
Or plan and purchase 
Ticketless Travel 
Online  at xvxvw 
southwest
 corn 
\ 
I CI I 
III 
In! I' 
Receive double credit as 
a Rapid Rewards Freedom
 Reward Member when 
you purchase 
Ticketless Travel 
on
 our web site Alter just four
 roundtrips. you'll have a 
free  ticket! 
Check 
out 
specials
 on our web site for 
exclusive Internet low 
fares 
iSouthwest
 Airlines 
Vacations
 
packages  
EACH WAY WITH 
ROUNDTRIP
 PURCHASE 
FROM OAKLAND TO: 
Albuquerque  
$99 
Austin
   
$99
 
Balt imore/Washington I BWI I   
$99 
120 miles to downtown Washington. DC 
 
Boise
  
$79 
Burbank  $53 
Chicago iMidway
 I  
$99 
Detroit   
$99 
El Paso  
$99 
Houston
 
Hobby)  
$99 
Kansas City  
$99 
Las Vegas
  
$69 
Los Angeles ilitX)   
$39 
Lubbock
  
$99 
Midland/Odessa
 
$99 
Nashville   
$99 
New 
Orleans
  
$99 
Oklahoma City  
$99 
Omaha  
$99
 
Ontario  
$39 
Orlando
 
$99 
Phoenix
  
$59 
Portland
  $39 
Providence   
$99 
iDowntown Boston Is lust an how rwayl
  
Reno/Tahoe  
$29 
St 
Louis   
$99 
Salt Lake City  
$59 
San Antonio  
$99 
San Diego  
$53 
Seattle
 
$39
 
Spokane  
$39 
Tucson  $79 
Tulsa   $99 
Service and 
fares  horn San 
Francisco and 
San lose may
 differ 
INCLUDES  
SCHEMED  
NONSTOP 
DIRECT 
(SAME
 
PLANE),
 AND 
CONNC-CTING  SERVICE 
FARES
 DO NOT
 INCLUDE 
FEDERAL
 EXCISE 
TAXES  
OF UP 
TO $2.50
 
THAT
 WILL 
BE IMPOSED ON EACH 
FLIGHT  
SEGMENT  
OF
 YOUR 
ITINERARY.
 A FUOHT
 
SEGMENT
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TAKEOFF 
AND A 
LANDING.  
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EMPLOYMENT
 
BASKETBALL
 
COACHES,
 2 - 3 
days a 
week. 
8400-8500  
per 
team. 
Call  Sandy 
at Sacred 
Heart 
School,
 867-6221
 ext. 
142.  
TECHNICAL
 
SUPPORT/SALES
 
Internet
 
expenence
 a 
must.  
$9.00   $11.50/hr + 
bonuses, 
raises.
 Great 
opportunity!  
email:  
work@addr.com  
fax:  
(408)615-1569
 
SAN 
JOSE 
REPERTORY
 
THEATRE
 
Hiring 
for our 
subcnption  
campaign!
 P/T 
eve  hours. 
Close  
to SJSU.
 Sales exp. 
required.  
Call  Matt 
367-7232.  
ADMIN/CLERICAL
 HR SUPPORT 
PT (26 lirs/wk) 
Temporary  
(October-Dinember)  
Ideal  flexible schedule in a 
fun 
and friendly child 
oriented work 
environment located in Campbell. 
Responsibilities will include: 
filing,
 
copying, compiling 
packets
 and 
miscellaneous
 Human Resources
 
projects.  Office
 
expenence
 a plus. 
Excellent wages.
 Call 
Mary  at 
408-371-9900 or fax 
resume:  
408.371-7685.
 EOE. 
WANTED: 2 HIGH ENERGY REPS 
to distnbute CD Marketing & 
Finance  software. 
Fax  resume 
831-6884779
 or 
email . 
mmediab@Aol.com
 
TEMP .1013 TO GET THRU FALL 
Great for student w/ftex schedule. 
Bindery 
work at Smith McKay 
Printing. $8/hr.
 Very near SJSU. 
Call 292-8901. 
TRANSPORTATION SCHEDULERS 
OUTREACH Paratransit hiring 
friendly individuals
 to schedule 
transportation for senior/disabled 
on phone using transportation 
software.
 We will train. Some 
Windows 95/98 experience 
helpful. F/T or P/T, weekends. 
Excellent  
benefitx$8.99/hr. 
FAX relume to 44E4437-9499,  or 
apply at 97 E. Brbkaw Rd., Suite 
140, San Jose 95112 
THE  OLD SPAHETTI 
FACTORY  
Now hihng 
for part time 
positions.
 
We offer: 
Flexible schedules, day or evening, 
a great environment with 
excellent
 benefits.  
NO
 
EXPERIENCE 
NEEDED!!  
We has oir own training
 program!! 
We 
are looking for neat, 
bright. & 
energetic people in the fc riming areas: 
Food Server (21 
or
 older please). 
Hostess. Busser, & Kitchen 
Help.  
Apply in person
 
2pm  to 4pm, Monday thru Friday 
51 N. 
San  Pedro, San Jose. 
INTERN 
- investment Mgmt.
 Co. 
seeks  individual 
w/good  comm. 
skills  
$8  $12/hr. + 
incentives.  
Flexible
 hours. 
1650.322-8996.
 
AUTOCAD (V14)
 DRAFTER 
P/T, flex 
hours.  Next to campus. 
Great engineering firm. 
408-282-1500. 
COME JOIN OUR TEAM! 
Bridgepoint at Los Altos, a Trans. 
arnerica Senior Living Community, 
wants to talk
 with
 you. We are build-
ing our team and are 
looking
 for 
energetic & enthusiastic indMduals 
interested 
in working with seniors. 
We are hiring for full & part-time:
 
 Activity Director 
 Community
 Relations  Director 
 Weekend Receptionist
 
 Caregivers 
 Dining
 Room Servers 
 Housekeepers 
 Cooks
 
 
Maintenance
 Staff 
Come visit our 
community!!!  Bring 
your resume or come fill
 out an 
application & receive a Starbucks 
gift 
certificate. 
BridgePoint at Los Altos 
1174 Los 
Altos
 Ave. 
Los Altos, CA 94022 
650-948.7337
 
650.948.7779 
FAX  
AMAIN  ASSIST / 
RECEPTIONIST
 
Small 
consulting  services co. in 
Downtown SJ seeks a F/T person 
w/excel 
phone  skills, PC skills, 
admin experience. HR or 
high-tech  
background  a plus. 
511.00/hr.
 
Far resume to: Cindy 4082989701. 
AVOID CHUMP
 JOBS. 
work for a fun
 internet startup! 
Eam Si. great 
experience.  and 
get free cool 
stuff.
 Apply lb 
www.snacki.com 
Certain 
advertisements  
in 
these  columns 
may
 refer die 
reader 
to speak 
telephone  
numbers or addr   
for 
additional
 
information.
 
Moulded  
readers
 
should
 be 
reminded that. 
when 
middrld  
Ban. 
further 
contacts,  
they
 
should
 regains 
complete 
information
 before 
sending 
rnenay
 far gee. 
or services.
 
In 
ailtiest, 
readers 
*Mould  
easeeily  
Ininiettgets
 ell 
Wm
 
*Rift 
empleyneent
 
oroeupens
 ter di   
weeders
 or merohend
 lee. 
$1500 
WEEKLY POTOMAL
 
mailing 
our circulars.
 Free 
information.
 Call 
202-452-5901.  
$1,0001 WEEKLY!! Stuff 
envelopes at 
home for $2 each 
plus bonuses. F/T, 
P/T.  Make 
$800+ weekly, guaranteed! 
Free supplies. For
 details, 
send 1 stamp 
to: N-28.  PMB 552, 
12021 Wilshire BI. 
Los Angeles,
 CA 90025 
HEY ISABYsater needed.
 7 month 
boy in 
Si. 15-(hrs/wk  flex 
hrs.  
Call Lisa @ 
408/230-6037.  
STUDENT OFFICE
 ASSISTANT 
Spartan Dining Administration
 
seeks 
student  assistant for 
data
 
entry, record 
keeping,  answering 
phones
 & assisting 
customers
 & 
vendors. Must be proficient
 with 
PC 
Windows, have excellent
 corn 
munication/customer
 service 
skills, and 
be able to work inde. 
pendently. Office clerical 
experi-
ence a must. Accounting or Buax 
ness majors preferred. 
Approx.  
20-25 hrs/week, Tues. thru 
Thurs. 
8am - llam a 
must,  other hours 
negotiable. 
$7.50/hour.  Applica-
tions can be 
picked  up at the 
Spartan Dining 
Admin,  Office, 
Bldg.
 #37 10am - 4pm daily. 
Application deadline:
 
10/22/99.
 
SUMMER Minagsment 
Program  
NOW HIRING FUTURE BUSINESS 
LEADERS. 
Marketing.
 Sales and 
Management 
Skills  Trained. 
Confidence. 
Leadership  and 
Motivation Required. Salary 
range:
 
$5,000
 (hag.)
 
$20,000
 (summer) 
1-800.295-9675  
www.varsitystudent
 com 
FORTUNE 500 CO. Here's 
your 
chance to 
start 
a career! 
Maytag  
Appliances is looking for 
motivated 
individuals like you! 
Position  
is part-time sales presenter 
with excellent bonus. Starting rate 
is $15.00. If interested, call 
1-888.999.3132
 ext. 34428 or 
408.835-5126. 
SCOTT'S SEAFOOD DOWNTOWN 
HIRING ALL 
POSITIONS $88 
FAX 
resume 971-1719. No Pin CEOS. 
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS: 
HOPE Rehabilitation Services, 
a non-profit agency  which offers a 
variety
 
of Quaky 
vertices 
for 
indi-
viduals who have developmental 
disabilities, has part & full time 
employment 
opportunities.  
If you 
are interested in living 
with a 
developmentally disabled
 
individual In 
exchange  
for  rent;
 or 
assisting someone during the 
week with daily living
 skills such 
as grocery shopping ($10/hr) call 
Shannon at 
408/282-0410. 
If you would like information 
about the FT.
 benefited positions 
of job coach and instructor (day 
activity, work activity or senior 
center program)
 or PT substitute 
positions in various programs 
($9/hr) call Valerie 
in HR at 
408/748.2890. 
We have flexibility to work 
around a student schedule for the 
PT work & are located close to 
SJSU. FT positions come 
with  
excellent
 benefits. This is a good 
opportunity to get practical experi-
ence in the field & work with a 
great group of clients & staff. All 
malors welcome. 
CROCODILE CAFE 
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the 
Crocodile Cafe 
in Valley Fair Mall. 
Come join our talented team of 
hosts, 
food  runners. bussers, and 
servers. We're always accepting 
applications. Please apply in 
person Monday,  -Thurday, 2  5pm. 
2855 
Stevens
 Creek Blvd. 
SECURITY
 
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY 
We will train you. Student Friendly. 
F/T, P/T, Weekdays &  Weekends. 
Swing  & Graveyard Shifts. 
Flexible  Schedule. 
408-247-4827
 
PART-TIME 
POSITION 
available.  
Vetennary Hospital in 
Santa  Clara. 
Will 
train. 
408-2414200.
 
REPUTABLE
 MONTESSORI has 
openings for following  positions:
 
*DAYCARE STAFF 
PERSON 
Part -Time
 (2:30-6:301. 
Working  
with elementary aged children. 
 INFANT 
TEACHER  ASSISTANT 
Full or Part -Time.
 Must have 
6 ECE unrts.
 
Contact Lisa at 
405-723-5140  
EGG DONORS NEEDEDI All races. 
Ages 21-30. Compensation $5.000. 
OPTIONS
 National Fertility
 Registry. 
1-800-886.9373
 
vierw.fertifityoptions.com 
LIBRARY 
Full -Time / Part -Time 
Positions 
Available Throughout CA. 
Librarians. Assts. & Clerks 
Library Education/Expenence. 
Visit us at 
www.simuse.com 
ATTENTION:
 MU STUDENTS 
Part-time 
work available with 
flexible hours 
(5-30 hours/week) 
 Internships
 possible 
 All mayors may
 apply 
 Scholarships awarded annually 
 Some conditions apply 
 
Start  at $13.10 
base-
 appt. 
 Earn $65 -$393 per week 
 Gain valuable experience in 
customer 
service
 & sales 
 No experience
 necessary 
 
Extensive
 training provided 
 Endorsed by National
 
Academic Advisory Board 
CALL 979-9700 11am - 4pm 
 WWW.workforstudents.com  
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR 
Full/Part 
Time. Will train. Flex hours.
 Call 
408-363-41.82.
 
AcnoN DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and 
Reschxl Teahers and Aides. F/T & 
P/T positions available. 
Substitute  
positions
 are also available 
that 
otter flexible 
hours.  ECE units are 
required for teacher positions but 
not required for Aide positions. 
Excellent oppportunity for Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy 
for interview at 244-1968 or 
fax resume to 248.7350. 
BICYCLE MESSENGER 
Part-time, Flexible Hours. 
Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown Sanlo se 
Inner City Express. 
22W.
 Saint John
 St. San Jose. 
VALET PARSERS - Part-time. 
evenings
 & weekends in Los 
Gatos and Saratoga. 
Must be 
neat in 
appearance  with good 
customer service skills. Must be 
able to drive a 5 speed and 
have 
a 
valid  CDL. Immediate opening & 
flexible schedules available. Eam 
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call 
1-925210.1232.
 Golden Gate Valet. 
P/T INSTRUCTORS - PARTY 
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science 
programs. Need 
reliable car & 
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will 
train. Mad Science 408/262-5437. 
 TEACHERS  INSTRUCTORS  
P/T 
Instructors
 Elem. Schools. 
Degree / Credential NOT Required. 
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need 
Car. VM: (408)287-4170 ext. 408. 
ECE/ME  
GROOMER'S ASST/KENNEL 
HELP 
needed for small, exclusive
 
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. 
Must  be reliable, honest, able to 
do physical work. Exp. working 
w/dogs preferred, but will train. 
Great oppty for dog lower! $6.50 
IT,
 
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109 
or Call 371-9115. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS 
Los Gatos -Saratoga 
Rec.
 Dept 
Dementay School Age
 Recreation 
prog. P/T 
hrs.  
2-6pm, M
-F. A few 
positions avail approx 7am-11am. 
Xlnt 
salary. no ECE units 
req.
 
Call
 Janet 354-8700 
x223.  
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES. Graphic 
Designers & Writers 
wanted
 for 
weekly newspaper. PT & Intern-
ship available. Call 408-928.1750 
or fax resume to 4089284757. 
TEACH DRIVING. 
Company  car. 
Good Pay. 
After  school + 
wknds.
 
HS 
grad.  18+. Call 
971-7567
 
www.deluxedriving.com.
 
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI 
looking
 for a Daycare Assistant 
6 ECE units required.
 
Children 2 - 
6 years ord. Contact 
Pascale at 408-615-1254. 
ACUFACTS SECURITY 
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS! 
Full &
 part-time positions available 
Paid 
training 
Excellent benefits 
No experience necessary 
Apply in personal
 
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose 
Or 
call Laurie at 
408-286-5880.  
TELEMARKETING
 Part/Full-Time 
Newspaper  Subscriptions. Hourly 
+ bonus. Weekend
 shifts avail. 5 
blocks from SJSU. 
Near
 light rail. 
Media 
Promotions  408-494-0200. 
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time 
(8-25hours/week) positions avail-
able with youth serving agency. 
Opportunities  include gang preven-
tion specialist, after school coord( 
nator (at -risk elementary & middle 
school), data entry and admin 
support. Bilingual Spanish a plus. 
Salary
 
$8 to $12 an hour. 
Resume and cover letter to Girl 
Scouts of Santa Clara County - 
Dept. MM. 1310S, Bascom Ave., 
San Jose, CA 95128, AA/EOE 
Fax: (408) 287-8025 or Email: 
asullivaneginscotrts-gsscc.org 
NANNY: For 
very cute, good 2 yr 
old & possibly 
4 month
 old. 
8-12 
hrs/wk, flexible.
 In Los Altos near 
280 & 85. Must be dependable. 
responsible & fun. Exp and refs 
required. Emily 650-938-2580. 
SOUTHWEST YMCA is 
hiring 
Preschool & School Age Asst, 
Directors, Teachers
 and Aides. 
PT & FT with excellent 
benefits  
Call 370-1877 x 29. 
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS 
Ambitious & 
energetic
 people 
needed.
 FT/PT. Eam $8-$15 
per 
hour
 (average). Flexible, will work 
around your school schedule. 
Lots of fun and earn good money. 
Call 
(408)867-7275. leave 
voicemail or 
charl  us at 
ywew.corinthianparking.com.
 Leave 
name and number where you can 
be 
contacted.
 
AUTISM ASSISTANT: Students 
needed to work with our 4 
year  old 
autistic son. We have an intensive 
home program based 
on applied 
behavior analysis (Lovaas Method) 
and the skillful use of 
positive  
reinforcement.
 Professional 
training will be provided 
by Autism 
Partnership.
 Flexible hours: 
Afternoons.  Eves or Weekends 
(6- 10 hrs/wk). We are located
 in 
Cupertino,  close to 280 and 85. 
Please call Ma at 408.777-0467. 
DIRECT SALES MARKETING, 
International
 Golf Co. 
SJSU 
location, 810430 per hour. part 
or full time. 
Morning
 or afternoon. 
Call 971-1645, 
For Part -Time
 and 
Full -Time Positions, call 
HALLMARK PERSONNEL 
Fast  placement, no fees 
Office jobs in local companies 
Students/grads/career change 
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire 
San Jose to San Mateo 
Phone:
 (650) 325-1133 
Fax: (650) 325-3639 
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com  
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area 
Clerical, Technical, Full-time, 
Cal Lupe 408/942-8866 or email 
lupe@electronixstaffing.com. 
TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS 
IIEEDEDI 
Enjoy  working with 
kids?  
Join the 
team at Small World 
Schools and get great 
expenence
 
working with kids ages
 5  12. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers 
competitke pay, 
excellent  training, 
and a fun work environment.
 
FT and PT available. Call
 
14081  
283-9200 ext. 21. 
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS 
wanted. Fun environment, close to 
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex 
hours. Central YMCA 2981717x34. 
RECEPTIONIST for upscale 
Saratoga Spa. Heavy phones 
8, scheduling. some retail. 
Exceptional 
customer  service 
skills and a commitment to 
excellence required. 
Competitive 
pay, benefits. Flexible sched-
ule PT/FT. Also hiring for: 
CUSTOMER SERVICE order 
fulfillment for on-line orders. 
and LICENSED MANICURIST. 
Harmonie European Day Spa. 
Fax: 408-741-4901, Phone: 
Sara 408-741-4997 ext 115. 
WkW/.harmoniespa.com 
WAN,' TO 
EARN
 EXTRA MONEY 
&LOVE 
CHILDREN rt 
TOP PAY! 
Immediate temp/perm 
substitute positions as 
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
 
at After 
School  Programs. 
Day Care Centers. Etc. 
(408)866-8550  
DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS, 
TEACHERS, & AIDES 
Thinking about a career working 
with children? The YMCA of Santa 
Clara 
Valley
 is now hiring for 
Preschool & School -Age Childcare 
Centers in San Jose, Cupertino. 
Santa Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga. 
Campbell,  Evergreen, Milpitas & 
Berryessa. Full and part-time 
positions available. Hours flexible 
around school. Fun staff teams. 
great experience
 in working with 
children,
 career advancement. 
and good training opportunities. 
Teachers require minimum 6 units 
in ECE, education, recreation. 
psychology. sociology. physical 
education and/or other related 
fields. Please call Beth Profio at 
408-291-8894
 for information and 
locations. 
DEUVERY  DRIVERS WANTED) 
Earn 
$200 every
 weekend. 
Must have reliable truck & ins. 
Lifting required. 
408.292-7876 
INSTRUCTIONAL  AIDES Spec. Ed 
& 
Regular Class 88.60-811.52
 hr. 
Saratoga School District, 
Cal 867-3424x504 for 
application  
& 
information.
 Immediate Need, 
EARN EXTRA CASH S 
Up to $600/month
 
Become a Sperm Donor
 
Healthy
 males. 19.40 years old 
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact
 California Cryobank 
650324-1900. M-F. 
Si STARTUP - P/T telerviarketer 
needed.
 Good pay, flexible hrs, 
fnendly environment, growth oppty. 
Exp. required. Call 408260-8733. 
TEACHERS & AIDES, YWCA has 
immediate openings throughout 
San Jose. P/T with benefits. 
AM/PM shifts. Fax resume to 
408-294-1373 or contact Susan 
408-295-4011 x215. 
WANTED 29 
MORE  
to 
get  $$ 
PAID  $$ 
to lose up to 30 lbs. 
in 
the  next 30 days. 
Natural. 
Guaranteed.
 
Call 
14081793-5256.  
DAYCARE  TEACHERS. 
11-8 school seeks responsible 
individuals for extended daycare, 
P/T Ste afternoon. No ECE units 
required. 
Previous
 experience with 
children preferred. Please call 
244-1968  
x 16 
CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT 
INC. 
offers 
positions  for 
Dim
-ton  Assistant
 Directors 
Teachers  
Teacher Aides 
FT 8, PT opportunities
 evadable
 
working with  
infant/toddler. 
preschool & 
school  age children.
 
CDI/CDC  offers a competitive 
salary,
 excellent 
benefits  package 
to FT & PT 
employees  and 
an 
ennching 
work  environment. For 
positions
 avail at our centers 
in:  
San lose, Sunnyvale, Los 
Altos, 
Campbell, 
Saratoga,
 Cupertino, 
Morgan  HI & 
Redwood
 City 
cal (408137199CO
 or 
far 
resu-nes
 
10
 
1408)371-7665
 
e-mail:
 janderson@cdicdc.org 
For more 
info about CDI/CDC
 & 
qualifications,  call our 24 
Hour 
Jobline  01-888-9-CDICDC.
 EOE 
FOR  SALE 
SNAKES; Baby Red Tailed Boas. 
born 4,20-99. 2 ft long. Beautiful 
vibrant red tails  cal 408.9394123. 
VWASMART.COM 
Buy/Sell
 Your Stuff 
& 
More!
 
Bikes,  Cars. Jobs. Roommates. 
Visit SJSU's 
FREE  marketplace @ 
WvAv.vivasmart.com
 
SERVICES
 
PROF. 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 
Enhance Photography. 8 hours 
coverage. 170 
prints,  1 11)(14, & 
Ingagement
 Sitting included.
 
$950.00. Call 408-7288053,
 
DEBT PROBLEMS?
 
REDUCE your monthly bills 
up to 
60%. 
CONSOLIDATE  your bills 
(credit cards, 
stalent
 loans. medical, 
cars. IRS) into ONE LOW monthly 
payment. FREE CONSULTATION. 
408-278-1500 / 800-774-7977 
GEFS, Inc. 12 S. 
First  St. Ste. 406 
San Jose, CA 95113. 
CLOSET OVERFLOWING?? Store 
excess at A-1 SELF 
STORAGE.
 
Spaces from 5 x 5. Student
 
Discount. 
229.2900. 
WRITING HELP: 
Highest quality writing, editing, 
ghostwriting.
 Essays. application 
statements,
 reports, etc. 
Please
 call Dave Bolick,M.A. 
at 
(810)601-9684 or 
email bollokribbest.com
 
VISA/MasterCard accepted. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN 
Only
 
$57.00 per year. 
Save 30% 60% 
on your dental
 needs. 
For 
info  call 1.800-655-3225 
INSURANCE 
BEST RATES ON 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Free Phone Quotes 
No Driver Refused 
4x4's
 
Accidents  
Cancelled
 
Tickets 
D.U.I. 
S.R. 
Filing 
Good Student Discount 
Call us 
now 
408-2449100 
8am  8pm 
Mon  Sal 
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE 
hafgee@aol.com 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs
 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
'Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
'Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: 
"Good Students" "Educators" 
"Engineers" "Scientists" 
CALL TODAY 296-5270 
FREE QUOTE 
NO HASSLE 
NO OBLIGATION 
Also 
open
 Saturdays 9-2 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - 
LOCAL 
RATES FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Print your ad here. Line is 30 
spaces,
 including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words. 
JJJUIJJJUJLICCIUUCIDULILLIUULICILIUCCUOI  
ULIUCCLILICULICCIUDULIDZICIZICIU:K3U21LIZICC1
 
1:11J1-1.1CILICIULICLILLILIJJLILICQUOUCILICIDUCCCI 
JUILILICULILIULLEJUIJLLILII[JUJLIJUIDLIUJJEJU 
Ad Rates:
 3 -line minimum 
One Two Three 
Four 
Day Days 
Days Days 
3 lines $5 
Si $9
 
$11 
Five 
Days 
$13 
Rate increases $2  for each additional line
 per ad. 
Rate 
increases  $2 for each 
additional day 
EflagilMf_DIKettOrai
 
20 + 
consecutive issues.
 receive 10% 
off
 
40 + consecueve
 issues: receive 20% 
off 
50 + consecutive 
*WU: receive 25% 
off  
Local 
roam Ng* to 
Sante  PM County 
ortvortitors 
end
 SJSU 
students,
 staff  
faculty.  
First 
line in bold for no 
extra charge up to 
25 spec... 
Additional
 words arty be 
sat in bold type 
el
 a per ad 
charge or 
$3
 per word. 
Name
 
Aden.  
Sale 
bp 
code  
RION. 
Send check or 
money  order to: (No 
Credit  Cards 
Accepted)  
Spartan
 Daily Classifieds 
BeriJose State 
University 
San Jost CA 95192-0149 
 Classified 
desk
 is located in Dwight 
Bente!  Hall Room 209. 
 Deadline: 10:00 a.m, two weekdays before publication 
 
AN ads are prepaid. I No refunds 
on
 cancelled ads 
 Rotas for consecutive
 publication dates only 
 QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277 
Please check 
one  classification:
 
_Los! and Found  
_Rental  Housing 
Announcements _Shared  Housing
 
_Campus
 Clubs _Real Estate 
_Greek Messages 
_Services 
_Events
 
_Health/Beauty 
_Volunteers 
_For  
Sale  
_Autos For Sale 
_Electronics 
_Wanted 
_Employment 
_Opportunities
 
_SportsiThrals
 
_insurance  
_EntertammeM  
_Travel
 
_Tutoring
 
_Word 
Processing  
_Scholarships  
SJSU 
STUDENT  
RATE:  
25%  OFF. Rate applies  to private
 party ads only, no 
discount  for other  persons or businesses.  
Ads must be placed
 in person
 in DBH 209 from 10am to 
3prn.  STUDENT ID REQUIRED. 
* Lost  Found ads are 
offered
 free as a service to the campus community. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
SPORTS/THRILLS
 
IT'S ABOUT 
HAPPINESS  
Its
 about freedom.
 Its
 about you! 
'WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?  Find
 
out for yourself. Order 'WHAT IS 
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your 
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at 
the Church of 
Scientology.  
1-800-293-6463. 
HOW A 
CHANGE  IN ONE'S 
THOUGHT BRINGS HEALING.
 
650 
KSTE AM 
radio -
Sundays
 7:30am. or 
online  at: 
viww.CSSentInoirodlo.com
 
ADVERTISERS - Coupon Book 
forming 10.000 copies, $350 gets 
you in. Also 
Computer  Services: 
WP, DTP. Graphic Design. Web 
Pages. Custom Photo T-shirts, 
Color Photo Business Cards. etc. 
Commission  Sales Jobs. too! 
408-287-9158 
http://fisnisrk.aolcom/funkeyjim 
BEAUTY/HEALTH 
BEAUTY CLUB: 505 S. 10th St. 
#205. Hair cut as low as $6.
 
1 free cut for every 10 visits. $15 
for 
full
-set
 nails. 
408-993-2250.
 
(corner 
of
 10th
 & 
Williams)
 
CONFIDENTIAL
 FREE BIRTH 
Control  for women: pills or De-po 
shot. STD screening, pap & 
pregnancy tests. 
etc.  942-0980. 
IF YOU 
UKE  METABOLIFE, you 
will love
 THE MOST INCREDIBLE 
PAETRIM PLUS. 
One  half the pace! 
Buy wholesale 
receive a check! 
Free Sample 888533-7965. 
MEN & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving. waxing. tweezing 
or using chemicals. Let us 
permanently remove your 
unwanted hair. Back  
Chest-
 Lip 
 Bikini - Chin  Tummy etc. 
Students & faculty receive 15% 
discount. 
First appt. 1/2 price if 
made before 
12/31/99.
 
Hair Today 
Gone Tomorrow, 
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Crnbl. 
(408) 379-3500. 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC 
Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist. 
Confidential,  
or disposable,. Your own 
335 
S. Ba d Ave. San Jose. 
e 
-7486 
evionv.bworks.com/elec/
 
practice/briseno.htm 
ACROSS  
1 Sled
-dog 
command
 
5 Piece of 
asparagus 
10 School subject 
14 Singing voice 
15 Careless hurry 
16 
Ms.  Adams 
17 Ignore 
socially  
18 Very very 
19 Prospector's find 
20 Treated leather 
22 Forced (oneself)
 
upon 
others 
24 Church calendar
 
26
 Pre -owned 
27 
Something  to 
pop 
31 
Curtail
 
35 
Genetic  
molecule 
36 Miscalculates 
37 Fluff, as hair 
38 Land 
measure  
40 Children's 
author Dr. - 
43 Read rapidly 
44 
Lip stuff 
46 Sunbeams 
48 
W.
 Hemisphere 
alliance  
49 
It could be 
common
 
50 Major household 
buy 
52 Was. to Caesar 
54 Chunk 
55 Sincere
 
58 
Heather,  on 
"Melrose
 Place" 
62 Sir - Guinness 
63 Chocolate 
substitute
 
66 Paint layer 
67 Ice-cream
 holder 
68 Based on 
the 
number
 eight 
69 "Do -- others" 
SKI
 & BOARD 
WHISTLER  BC 
with 
SJSU 
Ski & 
Snowboard  Club. 
4 days/5 nights
 Jan 8-13. 2000 
Airfare, condo & 
t,
 only $549. Rini 
971-0984/286-7883/445-5380
 
ywwisisu.edu/orgs/skiclub
 
email - skiclub@email.sjsu.edu
 
ELMS 
BFUNGUAL 
TUTORIAL
 CENTER 
Math: 
Algebra  - Geometry 
Statistics  Tng
 Calculus 
Physics: Mechanics 
Electric
 
SAT  GED  CBEST - ESL - TOEFL 
Computer:
 Vis.Basic, 
Vis.C++
 
Spanish:  All levels 
Call:  Michael 408-298-7576 
Email: 
tutor90763@aol.com  
WANTED 
EGO DONORS WANTED 
If you are between the ages of 
21 and 
35,  and looking for 
the 
most 
rewarding experience of 
your  
life. call
 1.888350-7122. 
Asian and 
Jewish
 donors needed. 
WORD PROCESSING  
PROFESSIONAL 
Word Processing 
Theses. Term 
Papers, Resumes. 
Group 
Projects.  etc. 
All  formats, specializing in APA. 
Micro/mini tape 
transcription.  Fax. 
Experienced,
 dependable. 
quick 
return.  
Call Linda 408-264-4504. 
RENTAL HOUSING
 
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 
BDRM  APTS. 
Live in luxury and walk to 
school!  
We offer a pool, spa, sauna. 
full 
gym.
 on-site management, all 
appliances includedroentral
 A/C. 
Stop by today 
for a tour. 
Open Monday thru Saturday. 
THE COLONNADE 
201 So 4th St. 14081279-3639. 
AUTO FOR 
SALE
 
A CADILLAC for 
Cadillac Lovers 
1.986 Cadillac Sedan 
Devine  
97K mi. 
Excellent
 Condition! 
.$5.000/000.,Mrke 650401s3995.._. 
Daily
 
ROSS 
WORD 
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
MEMO MUM 
MMM 
MEM WOMEN
 MCIME 
MUD 
MUM  DORM 
MMOUUMEI UOMUOMO 
BOOM OMM 
MUMMA 
UOMOOOMO 
MOMMO  UMMM MOM 
UOM
 CUOMO UMU 
MOM UM= 
WOMMO 
MMUOMOOM 
=OM 
NM MOM 
=ROOM 
OMMUUMEI
 
MOM  MMUUM 
MMMO  
UOMM WOMB 
OOMM  
MOM  MU= 
MOM
 
elonstkitedFoatureSrdicate
 
70 
Shades  of 
color
 
71 Not
 here 
72 Lather 
DOWN
 
1 Ship's pole 
2 Arm bone 
3 
Astonish  
4 
E3e on close 
terms 
with 
5 
Quakes
 
6 
Chum  
7 NY zone 
8 
Courtyard  
9 
Paper
 units 
10
 Tunes
 
11 
Commotions
 
12 Ocean 
movement
 
13 Obey
 
21 
- 
Stanley
 
Gardner
 
23 
Hide 
25 
Giant  
27 
Boasts
 
28 
Relative
 
29 
Nobleman
 
30 Seize
 the 
throne
 
32 Georgia 
city 
33
 Sci-fi 
writer 
Asimov 
34 
Uptight  
39 
Perfumes  
41 Tree fluids 
42 Part 
of
 a word 
45 Arid
 
47 
Thailand.
 once 
50 
Join
 
51
 Calculator
 
ancestor
 
53 Tie 
55 Every 
56 Felipe or Many 
57 Glassmaker 
Lakque
 
59 Taboo 
60 Information 
61 At the
 summit 
64 Map abbr 
65 Rower's need 
Malta  
&SWIM  
MEM  
UM 
MUM 
MEM 
MO 
MIME 
MIMI 
MINIUM
 
MMUMMEM
 
WM 
MOM 
MdMINIMMWM
 
=AMU
 
id=
 ME=
 
MEM 
MUM 
MUNN 
ammo 
BMA
 MEd
 MEM 
AIIMMEMMEM
 
MEM 
ME=  
MUM= 
illIMMAM 
MIME dMildE
 in= 
AM= IIMMEM 
MUM MEM 
UM 
9 
10 
San
 
Hike  
NEWS
 
Jose
 State  Un 
Continued
 from pg 1 
the 
wilderness  away from school and 
away 
from 
pressures,- Cambridge  said. 
McNamara borrowed a I5 -passenger 
van
 
from  ALTRANS
 and drove students 
to the ranger station of Big Basin State 
Park where hiking 
guides Jennifer 
Childs and 
Josh  Baruch were waiting. 
Both
 Childs and Baruch are gradu-
ates of San Jose State University, but it 
was obvious they were not city folk. 
Rested and relaxed, from sun -kissed 
skin to 
camelpacks,
 tbe two had the 
markings  of 
outdoor
 adventurers.
 
McNamara left the group in their 
hands, and during the 
five-minute ori-
entation, Childs managed 
to French 
braid her hair and introduce
 the group 
to "Mr. 
Shovel,"  which was orange
 and 
tied to Baruch's 
backpack. 
Baruch 
explained
 that if anyone 
needed to go to the 
bathroom  while on 
the trail, they were to 
borrow  the small 
plastic shovel to dig a 
six-inch  hole 100 
Wrestler
 
'bears' 
down
 
on opponent 
INGLEWOOD (AP)  
The 
reluctant bear, coaxed into the 
ring with raw chicken and classi-
cal music, drew blood in its 
wrestling match with a nearly 
300 -pound 
man. 
But animal
 rights supporters 
say the bear was the victim in 
the fight, held before a crowd of 
900 people, and are calling for its 
organizers to be prosecuted for 
cruelty. 
"It's a shame the bear
 didn't 
kill (the wrestler)," said Robert 
Newman, an attorney who said 
he received
 calls Monday from 
five animal -rights 
groups  push-
ing for action. 
Dominic 
Menaldi,  a 290 -
pound weightlifter 
and body-
guard, went up 
against the 800 -
pound Alaskan grizzly named 
Dakota on Sunday at the 
Hollywood  Park Casino in 
Inglewood, a Los 
Angeles sub-
urb. 
Menaldi, who required 16 
stitches for an armpit
 wound, 
insists the bear loves to wrestle 
but said even he felt sorry for 
him. 
"I was 
feeling
 bad for 
him  
because he 
wasn't into it," he 
said. "He was out 
of
 his element. 
... The first time I 
wrestled  him, 
it was in the 
woods where 
he felt 
comfortable."  
Menaldi
 believes the 
bear  was 
uneasy because of 
rap music 
blasting from a 
wedding  in the 
next 
room.  He also 
suspects  peo-
ple 
were  sneaking 
the  bear hot 
chili peppers, 
giving Dakota 
a 
stomach ache. 
The Los 
Angeles 
County
 
District Attorney's 
Office was 
aware 
of the wrestling 
match,  
said spokeswoman 
Victoria 
Pipkin.
 
"From the standpoint
 of ani-
mal cruelty, 
we will certainly 
take a 
look
 at this," she 
said.  
Randy 
Miller,  the 
bear's  
owner,
 said Dakota is part
 of his 
business Predators 
in Action, 
located in Big Bear. The 
bear has 
wrestled in 
movies but never in 
front 
of a crowd and may have 
been nervous. 
"I realize it looked 
bad," he 
said, but he and the
 organizers 
didn't think it was 
against
 the 
law. 
They obtained 
a permit fur 
the event from 
Los  Angeles 
County Animal
 Control. Bob 
Ballenger, executive 
assistant of 
animal control, 
said
 it was 
issued 
because  the department 
didn't think bear 
wrestling  was 
illegal. 
Newman, 
however,  said he 
found a California penal code 
that 
says that anyone involved 
in a fight between a man and a 
bear for 'amusement or 
gain"  is 
guilty of a misdemeanor. 
Ave Park, founder of Orange 
County 
People  for Protection of 
Animals, called the 
match  "bar-
baric." 
This
 
ad 
space
 
could
 
have
 
been
 
yours.
 
Come
 
claim
 
it. 
Syartan
 
Dairy
 
91dvertfsfne
 
iversity
 
yards
 away 
from 
the  
trail  
and
 any 
water 
source.  
No
 one 
needed 
to
 do so. 
After  
hiking
 
three -
and -a
-half 
miles,  
the
 
group
 took a 
break at 
a 
large 
teeter-totter
 made 
from the
 stomp 
and 
trunk 
of a 
tree.  
At 
the  six
-mile  mark 
hikers 
took a group
 pic-
ture 
and ate a 
snack at 
Berry  Creek Falls.
 It 
"(I learned) a lot 
of different 
things about camping,
 about 
saving 
the  environment
 and 
being kinder to natural
 estab-
lishments."
 
wasn't until nine -and -a -half miles were 
licked that 
everyone  was ready for 
lunch. 
As students 
ate  their peanut butter 
and jelly sandwiches, while sitting on a 
fallen 
tree  trunk that stretched out over 
a creek,
 Baruch jumped off the 
log and 
into the water 
to cool off. 
Throughout 
the  hike Baruch and 
Childs pointed out
 different vegetation 
and
 shared their environmentalist ide-
ologies. 
"Hopefully, we like this area enough 
 the redwoods
  that we can make a 
 Erik Hall 
a Skyline to the Sea challenge
 hiker 
movement to preserve them," 
Baruch  
said to the group. "You 
know, idealisti-
cally, you're not 
going  to preserve some-
thing if you don't 
know what it is. 
"But if you came out here and you 
really enjoyed the redwoods,
 then hope-
fully, in the long run, we can 
all  work 
together to make sure that we 
have  this 
so we can come out 
on
 a Saturday and 
have a great doable hike.
 I mean, you 
hear birds instead of cars." 
Hikers such as  Erik Hall, who is not 
a student at SJSLT, said they soaked up 
the knowledge of Baruch and Childs. 
"(I
 learned) a lot of differ-
ent things
 about camping, 
about 
saving  the environ-
ment and being kinder to 
natural establishments," 
Hall said. "Like how whenev-
er we come across
 a piece of 
trash we bury it deep down 
enough, instItad of just leav-
ing it like most people would 
do." 
Kristin Milliman, a fresh-
man 
majoring  in aviation, 
joined A.S. 
for the Yosemite 
camping trip the weekend of Oct. 9, and 
said she plans on taking advantage of 
the A.S. trips to try new things. 
"They're 
great. They're really well 
planned," Milliman said. "You don't have 
to do anything besides pack up a bag. 
They give you a supply list and just kind 
of send you 
on
 your way. It leaves a lot 
of the planning
 and excruciating stuff 
out of camping." 
Milliman enjoyed the scenic nature of 
the Big Basin hike. 
"I like the idea that it comes from the 
higher elevations and ends up at the 
Gillette
 iaMC  
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sea," Milliman said. "It's really beautiful 
to be able to come to Santa Cruz 
and to 
be able to go through all  the
 different 
types of forest. The environments 
changed a lot throughout 
the hike.' 
Cambridge
 also took note of the 
changes in environment. 
"The wilderness varied a lot. So you 
were in the deep forest, which 
was neat 
to see. Then you got into lighter forest, 
and then the ocean," Cambridge
 said. 
"The smells in the wilderness were
 dif-
ferent.  When you were in the deep for-
est you could really smell the
 wood. 
When  you got into 
the lighter forest
 it 
was more 
dusty  and then the sea 
air. So 
you really
 had a variety 
of
 environ-
ments all in one day." 
The hike 
ended  at 
Waddell
 Creek 
State Beach
 about 15 
miles north 
of 
Santa 
Cruz
 where weary
 feet were 
refreshed by 
the  ocean water, 
and 
McNamara was 
waiting  with the van 
to 
drive  students 
back to campus.
 
Upcoming  A.S. 
Adventures  include
 
rock 
climbing  at 
Planet  Granite,
 back-
packing  at Lost 
Coast  Wilderness
 and a 
yoga hike.
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